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About This Game

This is the free demo version of the game. Test the demo before purchasing the full version to ensure that there are no
compatibility or other issues

Environmental Station Alpha is an action adventure platformer with a retro aesthetic and heavy emphasis on exploration. In the
game the player controls a robot sent to investigate a mysterious, abandoned space station with the mission to find out what

exactly took place there. Over the course of the game the player will uncover secrets, fight bosses and amass powerups while
exploring areas on the huge station.

Demo Features:

4 areas

3 powerups

Simple yet challenging gameplay

An amazing soundtrack

Secrets!
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The game's musics were made by Roope 'Noby' Mäkinen (http://www.soundcloud.com/noby/)
The SFX were made by Joonas 'Kissa3' Turner (http://twitter.com/kissakolme) and Niilo Takalainen

The game itself was made using Multimedia Fusion 2 by Clickteam (http://www.clickteam.com)
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STOP TORTURING MY BRAIN WITH CONSTANT INTERRUPTIONS

I really want to like this game, but I can't recommend it. The main problem is that  the game does not let you play. It keeps
interrupting your fun with stupid crap that doesn't even need to be there. It really is a shame because the game looks
very polished and well coded, but it fails at the design level.

+ The core concept of the evolving, constantly moving tower defense is great <- Thats the fun part, devs!
+ The art style is unique and fun to look at
+ The goofy storytelling is enjoyable

- Most buildings in the game serve no purpose.
  - Recycler - Why do I need to build a building to 'sell' other buildings?
  - Printamp - I have to build the same thing eight times just to unlock other buildings?
  - Maintainer - I'm supposed to cover the map with these to counter the most annoying game mechanic ever...
- The mechanic of printing buildings looks futuristic and cool at first but it really gets tiring. Let me explain why:
  1. You decide you want to build something over here
  2. Scroll back to the mothership and click the building icon
  3. Get distracted by something else while the building is printed
  4. Get your attention back to the building once it is finished printing
  5. Scroll back to the site you want it to be placed
  6. Get distracted by something else while it is flying there
  7. Make use of the building once it has landed
  8. Repeat this 3-4-5 times EVERY MINUTE
- The random building fog mechanic is the single most annoying, useless thing you can come up with. Why is it in the
game???

Good ideas, sloppy design.. Very interesting story so far. Controls with an Xbox One Controller are great and the art
style is really nice too.. If you can get this game on sale for less than $3, it's a decent buy. While I wish the main
characters took more time to fall in love (seriously, they know each other for all of a couple of hours before they're
suddenly soul-mates that can't be parted), the art is pretty, the story is decently intriguing and has a lot of forking
paths, and the female MC can be decently pig-headed. Plus, you can end up being kind-of married to a dragon! Not a
bad buy if you want to spend a couple of hours just enjoying so pretty art and a simple story. I certainly wouldn't buy
it at full price, however!. This is a good game the only issue I have with it is that it takes for ever to move around the
maps looking for animals unless your in a vehicle. Maybe the developers could look at increasing the rate of movement
when running. :-). The game is the first impression to me is bad after started the game found is really awful
The first level as long as along the screen can run smoothly but by the second difficult moments The enemy
configuration disgusting even Also puzzles Each piece of "building blocks" to find otherwise unable to pass
Is the only set novel gravity gun You can drag and drop the enemy meteorites Even the enemy's bullet This is the
highlight of the game. Overall fun action packed game

only thing i think needs improvement is adding some sound effects to the creatures\/enemies

I dont mind theres no map and such
but at least sound effects for the enemies\/creature to give a slight clue for the player where the enemies are coming
from
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Good looking Heli
Turbine sounds are pretty good as is the spool up and Down.

Big disppointment, there is no GPS map to see where you are on the planet. you never know you might want to go up in a storm,
and if you've got FSX Active Sky Next you'll need it. For this reason I don't recommend it :(

For near \u00a316.00 its not good enough, come on Alabeo sort this out.

Buy it during a sale. First english review! :D Anyway, Kewl map. Gonna try it soon!. At first I tried to like this game because of
the subject matter, then I tried turning a blind eye to what bothered me about it, and in the end I gave up and asked for a refund.

The dialogue was not very inspiring. I would not characterize it as inane because it is one cut better than that, but just barely.

It's hard to tell when you should click to advance the dialogue. If you do you might miss something, but that's probably not a bad
thing.

I wasn't expecting the game to be about finding hidden objects, but it is. I encountered three puzzles, none of them giving hints
as to what I was supposed to do. That wasn't a problem on the first puzzle (an uninspired cypher solving puzzle), but the next
two were hidden object finders, after which I threw in the towel in disgust.

There are several YouTube walkthroughs that I should have looked at before buying the game, because I would have realized
what I was getting myself into.

A shame, because medieval alchemy is a great subject.. Ok… lets see… Araya is the horror game with lots of jump scare….
And most part there worked very well, but still .. There are lots of area they can improve it. Start with character animation... I
mean all of it (human + non-human).

Modelling do quite well but the poor animation is what drag it down. Physic and interactive with environment also needed
improved. Speed of character moving is what kill me most… the character is walk+run tooooo slow, or maybe that what the
developer need players to experience the environment… not sure.

Cut scenes, I’m really liked the cut scene of each chapter … but need more…. Also the loaded time between each chapter and
each save points…. Environment on the other hand, lots of love in to it …. Still … it kinda repeated a lots, however it still in the
concept of horror and give me chill most of the time.

Love the way developer try to put the story of each 3 main characters in to one … like the way story line is show up and the
twist at the end ^^ good job guys. .. but the last few chapter is kind of short though.
Audio in the game are come along very well both FX and BGM is great when you put it together with perfect timing of Jump
scare… many time my friend don’t want to go forward coz heard some FX… great job for that. But when it’s come to Thai
voice over… I hope they can do a better job like English part.

In conclude … despite poor animation , some bugs and thai voice over… I believed this is a great game that you can experience
the feel of chill and heart rated raising all the time. Good story line + perfected jump scare kind of hunted house… I play this
game on my PC … and I am really enjoyed it… cant imaging how much I can feel with Oculus rift… belived it going to bring
me in the whole new level..

Great jobs MAD Virtual Reality Studio, I know there are lots of complained but also lots of compliment as well pleased be
strong and give us more ….. we need moooooore.

Cant wait to see the next one
. A really nice continuation/conclusion to the events of the Chains of Satinav. If you liked the original, this one is a must-play.
The same dark fantasy setting, new (and old) stories about time, about choices and how to rise above yourself.

The graphics look fabolous, the music is nice. A bit clishé'd story, but I enjoyed it nevertheless. I recommend playing it..
Excellent! Brilliant! Creepy! And Awesome Ending!. hello to anyone who reads this but i u should get dis game. it is an
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excellent point and click adventure game that is really funny. it has a great story that keeps you playing through the whole game
and you have a reason to go back and play the story for achievements. there are some very tricky puzzles but they are fun.
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